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in addition to the normal gameplay on alchemy, atelier sophie the alchemist cpy takes place in a fictional rural
town called plachta. by the side of the main protagonist sophie, who is a twenty-something young woman, the

characters of plachta town live. rather than a straight off, gameplay focuses on wandering around town, talking to
residents, and learning new magic recipes, and music as well. particular to the atelier series are multiple chances
where the protagonist is embedded in a larger world beyond the games core, but the town of plachta is the only

place you can find all the items and people that you need to progress in the story. note: this title can also be
purchased as a part of the discounted atelier mysterious trilogy deluxe pack, together with atelier firis: the

alchemist and the mysterious journey dx, atelier lydie & suelle: the alchemists and the mysterious paintings dx.
please be careful of making redundant purchases. note: this title can also be purchased as a part of the discounted
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atelier mysterious trilogy deluxe pack, together with atelier sophie: the alchemist of the mysterious book dx,
atelier sophie: the alchemist of the mysterious book dx. please be careful of making redundant purchases. we

sincerely appreciate your continued support for our companys products. the following is an environmental guide
that atelier sophie needs. the alchemist of the mysterious igg runs our companys pc gaming software (windows

versions). on january 14, 2020 (japanese time), microsoft atelier sophie is set to end support for windows 7
(operating system). as a result, our company will also end its support for windows.
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